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Towards a Party Program 

OL omen's Commission 
tensifies deological Struggle The National Women's Commission of the October League recently met to sum up key areas of mass work among women and begin discussion on points for the new party program on this strategic question. The commission began by reviewing the political gains of the last two years' campaigns around International Women's Day. These campaigns provided concrete vehicles for giving communist leadership to the women's movement, especially among working class and minority women. They also served as the focus of sharp ideological struggle against the revisionist Communist Party U.S.A. (CPUSA) and their centrist allies who· peddle the line of "united action" with the revisionists. The commission deepened its under-anding of the dangers of revisionism and formism (including feminism) within the 
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The meeting denounced the role of the revisionist CPUSA which uses the women's movement to build support for Soviet aggression under the banner of "peace" and "detente." Examples of the revisionist danger were also given by O L activists inside the Coalition of Labor Union Women (CLUW). In that organization, the CP blocked with the chief labor bureaucrats to carry out a red-baiting campaign aimed at wiping out revolutionary le_adership in CLUW. . The-uni!�tween re�sionism and feminism was -also studied at themeefing.-lt was observed that neither the revisionists nor the feminists target imperialism and class society as the source of women's oppression; but aim the main blow.at men and their ideas. The revisionist notion of a "united front of women" was also criticized by the commission. This theory holds that women of all classes should unite as the main strategic alliance for women's emancipation. It is opposed to the Marxist-Leninist view that tfie strategic alliance to be built is the unity of the working class, men and women. Secondarily, a movement of the broad masses of women must be built based on this unity and following the leadership of the working class' party: The commission made an analysis of the OL's work in CLUW over the last two years 

and criticized a rightist line resulting both from aspects of the "united front of women" theory and a failure to fully understand the role of reformism in the trade union · movement. The meeting stressed that thelabor aristocracy itself initiated CLUW inorder to bind the working women's movement to the chains of reformism and capitalism. The top bureaucrats who run CLUWhave talked their heads off about the plightof women, but have done nothing to putan �nd to the discrimination faced by women in the plants from the bosses or fromthe chauvinist labor misleaders, who refuseto organize _t�e majority of women workers .
PROGRAM OF CLASS STRUGGLE 

-The discussion called for a program of class struggle inside the CLUW chapters to replace the labor aristocracy's control with genuine revolutionary leadership. The same type of struggle must be waged in _the trade unions as a whole, in organizing the unorganized, and on all fronts of working women's battles. While developing the strategic battle against revisionism, the commission also took note of the struggle against ul tra-"left" deviations on the woman question. Inside the anti-revisionist movement, for example, the so-called "Revolutionary Wing" opposes 
the democratic demands of women such as the passage of the Equal Rights AmendJTlent. The "Wing's" line, which is increasingly being followed by the Congress of Afrikan People (CAP), is one of the chief reasons that the Black Women's United Front (BWUF) has been paralyzed and wrecked. CAP's role inside that mass organization has been to promote empty sloganeering and "left"-sounding rhetoric, while leaving BWUF without leadership or a program for struggle. This has driven most of BWUF's former members away. The commission concluded its meeting by calling for intensified efforts to recruit women, especially working women, to the new party; to build unity among men and women workers; and to raise the theoretical level around the woman question in the course of the party-building effo ts. The commission observed that propaganda work was especially important to accomplish these tasks and planned a series of Calland Class Struggle articles to deepen the analysis of the points made at the meeting. 

Living on the name and reputa the once-revolutionary Communisr the moder e based the �tter-paid sections of the v They try to move in at the top of th bureaucracy through a strategy of with the reformist labor lieutenants. In some unions such as the Electrical Workers (UE) and Lo of the Drug and Hospital Workers the revisionists hold many of the fluential and leading positions. _tlf!l.l:ts at present, however, are dir th,e.� _ ries ch as auto, �J:ciall� ;tee!. In the steel union (USW), the revisionists are the most voe.al.hackers of reform c Ed �ki and his "Steel �oup. But it is not adequate to simply revisionists in the exact same way as ist elements within the unions. Whil visionists in part �romot he sarn of trade un · as the refor!TII o we have described inarticles, thlj.>' must also be seen · capacity as _»ge.nts..a£..S · · 1-· jgn within the workers' moveme� country. 
� With the Soviet social-iinperialis on the warpath to redivide the world their' U.S. imperialist rivals, the revipenetration of the unions in all the ist countries becomes crucial.Just as J Meany serves U.S. imperialism's ob in Latin America, Europe and el { the revisionist trade union leade the ,jOcial-impe rialists. 

GUAR In a June 4 speech that was a podge of revisionism and Trotskyism trist spokesman Irwin Silber of the G put the finishing touches on his newsp break with the Marxist-Leninist move Silber acknowledged to the New City audience of over 700 that the di ces between his-line and the line of th revisionist movement ''are-�oncil While Silber's attacks on Marxismism were welcomed by the Trotskyi followers of the revisionist CPUSA audience, for the honest forces, they as an exposure of the bankrupt, revi essence of the Guardian executive e line. After lecturing the audience at length on the need to base our anal the scientific study of objective cond Silber summed up his own "scientific sis" of the present-day Soviet Union ing "we all know there's something wrong with the Soviet Union." This subjectivism and evasion solved the p. Silber faced all through his tour: call the Soviet Union social-imperi order to maintain credibility among� Leninists and at the same time den capitalism had been restored in o: keep the door open to the revisioc · New York. Silber sohed this proo. 




